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What was it like to be an American pioneer during the 1800s? Great Pioneer Projects You Can
Build Yourself introduces readers ages 9 and up to the settling of the great American frontier
with over 25 hands-on building projects and activities. Young learners build replica sod houses,
log cabins, and covered wagons and create their own printing presses and maps. Great Pioneer
Projects You Can Build Yourself provides detailed step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and
templates for creating each project. Historical facts and anecdotes, biographies, and fascinating
trivia support the fun projects and teach readers about the American pioneers’ relentless push
westward. Together they give kids a first-hand look at daily life on the trail and on the frontier.
Great Pioneer Projects You Can Build Yourself brings the American Pioneer experience to life.
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WestGlossaryResourcesIndexTIMELINE THE PIONEERS1803: President Thomas Jefferson
purchases the Louisiana Territory from France for $15 million. This extends the United States
borders from the Mississippi River to the Rocky Mountains.1804: Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark and the Corps of Discovery head out to explore the Louisiana Territory.1806: Lewis and
Clark return after reaching the Pacific Ocean.1810: The U.S. annexes West Florida from Spain
that includes parts of modern-day Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi.1819: The U.S. annexes
East Florida, which makes up present day Florida.1830: Congress passes the Indian Removal
Act, giving President Andrew Jackson the power to remove Native Americans from the east to
lands west of the Mississippi River.1834: The Indian Territory is established in what is now
Oklahoma. This is to serve as home for Native Americans who are displaced by white
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independence from Mexico.1842: John C. Fremont makes accurate maps of the West.1843: The
first wagon train settlers from the East travel west along the Oregon Trail in the Great
Migration.1844: The U.S. signs a treaty with the Republic of Texas to annex an area that includes
Texas and parts of what are now Colorado, New Mexico, and Oklahoma.1845: The U.S. annexes
Texas. John L. O’Sullivan coins the term Manifest Destiny.1846: The Mormons begin leaving
Nauvoo, Illinois, to head west to their new home near the Great Salt Lake. Beginning of the
Mexican-American War.1848: Gold is discovered at Sutter’s mill in California. The U.S. gains
what is now California, Nevada, Utah, and parts of Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, and
Wyoming as a result of the end of the Mexican-American War. The US also annexes the Oregon
Territory containing what is now Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and parts of Montana and
Wyoming.1853: For $10 million, the U.S. buys what is today part of Arizona and New Mexico in
the Gadsden Purchase.1860: The Pony Express operates a speedy delivery service in the west.
Young men and fast horses deliver the mail in breakneck speed covering sometimes as much as
250 miles per day. This mail service lasts about 18 months until the telegraph puts them out of
business.1861: Telegraph line is completed between San Francisco and St. Louis, effectively
making the Pony Express obsolete.1862: Congress passes the Homestead Act, which
encourages settlers to move west. Many settle on the Great Plains, on lands reserved for Native
Americans.1867: The U.S. purchases the Alaska Territory from Russia for $7.2 million.1869: The
rails of the Central Pacific and Union Pacific railroads meet at Promontory Point near Ogden,
Utah, inaugurating cross-country train travel.1872: Yellowstone National Park is established as
the nation’s first national park.1874: Barbed wire is patented, a small invention that will change
the look of the Great Plains.1876: George Custer is defeated at the Battle of Little Bighorn.1883:
The buffalo on the Great Plains are almost completely exterminated—only 200 remain.1889: A
huge portion of Indian Territory is opened for white homesteaders leading to the Oklahoma Land
Rush.1890: The U.S. Census Bureau declares the West settled and the frontier
“closed.”INTRODUCTIONA PIONEER IS SOMEONE WHO DOES SOMETHING FIRST or who
leads in developing something new. For example, Jonas Salk was a pioneer in medicine
because he was the first to create the polio vaccine. Jackie Robinson was a pioneer in baseball
because he was the first African-American player to play in the major leagues. What do we call
the first Americans who bravely traveled west into uncharted territory? That’s right, American
pioneers.American pioneers came from all walks of life—farmers, shopkeepers, businessmen,
factory workers, women, children, and immigrants—but they all shared a common vision. They
yearned for a better life and a piece of land they could call their own. They were willing to give up
all of their possessions to make this happen. While most of them did not become famous, they
were all very brave. Pioneer families from all over the East and Midwest endured the hardships
of the trail as they traveled thousands of miles on foot in search of a new home.WORD Round-
uppioneer: One of the first to settle in a territory.immigrant: A person who moves to a new
country planning to settle there permanently.frontier: The boundary or edge of a settlement and
civilization.In Great Pioneer Projects You Can Build Yourself you’ll learn about the history of the



American West and the pioneers who traveled there. You’ll see how brave they had to be to
leave their family, friends, and homes behind to embark on these journeys into the unknown. And
you’ll read about how difficult the pioneers’ lives were while on the trail and once they settled in
the frontier. These were the days before video games, cell phones, gas-powered tools and
machines, and cars—and, remember, there wasn’t even any indoor plumbing. On top of all that,
when these pioneers reached the end of the trail they had to build a home and figure out how to
survive on the edge of the frontier. Because there were no stores to buy food, clothing, or
building materials, they had to learn how to make everything they needed from scratch and by
hand.As you read about all the challenges the pioneers faced you’ll be amazed at the obstacles
they overcame. As you take part in the activities you’ll get to experience some of these
challenges yourself. Among other things, you’ll map the western territories, sew your own
pouches and clothes, make your own food and journal, and even build your own log cabin and
sod house. So get ready to step back in time, head out on the trail, and Build It Yourself!HOW IT
ALL BEGANFOR MANY PEOPLE, THE WORD “FRONTIER” BRINGS TO mind images of the
Wild West. Maybe the word makes you think of cowboys and Indians, or a stagecoach pulled by
a team of horses, kicking up a cloud of dust in a vast dry landscape. Or maybe the word paints a
scene of a frontier town with horses tied to a hitching post in front of a saloon with swinging
doors. Some who hear the word “frontier” see a miner with a long beard and a hat panning for
gold in a creek, while others imagine a long train of covered wagons, loaded with pioneers and
all their belongings.The frontier is the edge of what is known—the farthest point of a civilization
or settlement—and throughout much of America’s history that meant the frontier was to the west.
Not long after Europeans settled along the East Coast, some settlers began to move west,
inland, in search of land, natural resources like water, and animals to hunt. As more Europeans
came to the New World to start a new life, and as the population of the colonies began to grow,
the desire to explore the West increased. Colonists wanted to claim a piece of the wilderness
before someone else did—and they didn’t want to settle for leftovers. They wanted good fertile
land that could be farmed and hunted.Movement WestAfter the colonists won the Revolutionary
War and gained their freedom from England, the government and the country as a whole
focused on developing the West. The government figured that if people moved west and farmed
and improved the land, it would not only be profitable for the individuals who moved there, but
for the entire country. With this belief in mind, America’s third president, Thomas Jefferson,
bought a big chunk of land from France in 1803. It reached beyond the Mississippi River into the
West. This was called the Louisiana Purchase. A year later, President Jefferson asked
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to explore the territory from the Missouri River to the
Columbia River (in present-day Oregon). Lewis and Clark’s expedition, called the Corps of
Discovery, was very successful. They brought back complete reports of their findings, as well as
maps of the Northwest Territory that inspired and paved the way for other American pioneers to
follow in their footsteps.Throughout the course of the nineteenth century great changes took
place in America as pioneers moved west. Before the Louisiana Purchase most of the United



States settlements were along the East Coast. The only Americans (or Europeans) who lived
inland then were mountain men and trappers. But in the early 1800s this began to change.
Floods of emigrants streamed into the frontier—first by wagon train and later by sea and railroad
—and carved homesteads, ranches, and communities out of undeveloped forestland and
prairie. Most people were lured to the West by the promise of land, the hope of finding gold, or
the idea of a place where they could practice their religion without persecution. And many
people developed these expectations when they saw posters known as broadsides,
advertisements in newspapers, or letters from family and friends who had already made the
journey. All of these sources portrayed the West as a paradise where fertile land and natural
resources like gold were plentiful.As more and more pioneers were persuaded to hit the trail, the
frontier line moved farther west, and the North American landscape west of the Mississippi River
began to change. Cattle and cowboys replaced buffalo and Native Americans. Barbed wire
fences went up all over the place to block off private property. Fields of crops grew in place of the
prairie grass. Unfortunately these changes had a negative impact on the Indians and the buffalo
they) relied on for food.By the end of the nineteenth century, millions of people had made their
way west. The government declared the frontier officially “closed” in the early 1890s. Even after
this declaration was made, Americans in the East remained fascinated by the idea of the West
and the frontier. Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show played to sold-out crowds in eastern cities and
dime novels about western adventures of Indian fighters and Pony Express riders were snatched
up everywhere. Long after the frontier dust had settled behind the last wagon wheels, the
mystique of the West, of exploring, expansion, and prosperity remained fresh in the mindset of
all Americans.WORD Round- upemigrant: A person who leaves one country or region to settle in
another. Before Oregon and California were officially part of the United States, pioneers were
called emigrants because they traveled outside U.S. territory once they crossed the Rocky
Mountains.prairie: The rolling land west of the Mississippi, with fertile soil covered by tall
grass.persecution: Harm or suffering inflicted on someone because they are differentMAPPING
THE WAYON JUNE 20, 1803, HAVING JUST MADE THE Louisiana Purchase, President
Thomas Jefferson enlisted U.S. Army captains Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to lead an
expedition called the Corps of Discovery. Their mission was to explore the Missouri River and to
see if any of the waterways off the Missouri River led to the Pacific Ocean. Jefferson wanted to
find the most direct water route to the West Coast, because he knew this would make it easier to
transport goods from one side of the country to the other. He wanted the country to expand into
the West. Jefferson also believed that a waterway to the Pacific would open up new
opportunities for trade with countries in Asia.The area of North America that had been settled,
explored, and cleared for new communities lay between the East Coast and Ohio. To venture
beyond this area was to go into territory where only a handful of European fur trappers had been
before. There were scary rumors and stories about hostile Native Americans and massive
animals that lived in this unexplored wilderness. Lewis and Clark were up to the task. They were
adventurous by nature, and they were careful observers of the land around them. They were also



skilled cartographers, which is one of the reasons Jefferson chose them for the
expedition.Captains Lewis and Clark holding a council with the Indians.WORD Round-
upcartographer: A person who makes maps.Shoshone: A Native American people of what is
now the Western United States.Throughout their remarkable journey, Lewis and Clark
discovered and recorded in their journals 122 animals and 178 plants that were previously
unknown to science. Along with their scientific observations, their accounts of the trail are filled
with details of daily life and give us a look at what it was like to spend 28 months in uncharted
territory. Throughout the expedition Lewis and Clark had to be very resourceful and prepared for
the unknown, so they brought along a sewing kit, carpentry tools, and a portable forge.William
ClarkThe Journals of Lewis & ClarkHere are a few examples of life on the trail from their journals.
Notice the different way they spoke and spelled.JULY 30, 1805 “… having now secured my
supper… I cooked my duck which I found very good and after eating it layed down and should
have had a comfortable nights lodge but for the musquetoes which infested me all night…”AUG.
2, 1805 “… we feasted sumptuously on our wild fruits, particularly the yellow currents and the
deep purple service berries, which I found to be excellent …on our way we saw an abundance of
deer [and] Antelopes, of the former we killed 2. We also saw many tracks of the Elk and bear, no
recent appearance of Indians …”JULY 16, 1806 “… saw a buffalow & Sent Shannon to kill it this
buffalow provd to be very fat Bull I had most of the Flesh brought on and a part of the Skin to
make mockersons for Some of our lame horses … and put on their feet which Seams to relieve
them very much in passing over the Stony plains…”SacagaweaAs a young girl Sacagawea was
taken from her Shoshone family by a raiding Indian party of Minnetares. She eventually ended
up the wife of Toussaint Charbonneau and accompanied him on the Lewis and Clark expedition.
It is likely that Lewis and Clark were viewed as peaceful by Native American tribes because they
had Sacagawea and her child with them. Sacagawea is only mentioned about 25 times in the
extensive journals kept by the expedition, but the picture that emerges is one of a smart and
helpful young woman. On top of her work as a translator, she taught Lewis and Clark about the
nutritional and medicinal value of the native plants. Although Sacagawea clearly pulled her
weight on this dangerous expedition—all the while caring for her infant son—she wasn’t paid for
her contributions.Lewis and Clark hired Toussaint Charbonneau, a French trapper who was
married to a young Shoshone woman named Sacagawea, to help them communicate with
Native American tribes. First, Sacagawea would communicate with the Native Americans who
spoke Shoshone. Then, she would translate the Native Americans’ words to French for her
husband. And from there, her husband would translate the French to English for Lewis and
Clark. Sacagawea and Charbonneau’s infant son, Jean Baptiste was with them on the
journey.Meriwether LewisA map created by Lewis and Clark that shows their route
west.Throughout the journey William Clark worked on a map of the expedition that was
engraved and published in 1814. This map was very accurate, which was most impressive
considering that he created it without the technology available to cartographers today. Clark’s
map and information about the Corps of Discovery expedition provided many American



pioneers with details about where they were headed and what they’d find along the way.
Unfortunately, after 1805, the powerful Native American Blackfoot nation did not allow white
travelers to pass through their territory in the Northern Plains, which included a portion of the trail
that Lewis and Clark had mapped. So pioneers and mountain men were left to find a slightly
different route. One of these routes became known as the Oregon Trail.Mountain Men & Fur
TradersLewis and Clark weren’t the only white men traveling through the Northwest in the early
part of the nineteenth century. Hundreds of trappers probed the lakes and rivers of the West in
their quest for beaver pelts, which were very popular during this time period in clothing and hats.
Many fur trappers called themselves “mountain men.” Most of them dressed in buckskin clothes
they had sewed themselves, and in general they had a wild and unkempt appearance. These
mountain men hunted for the fur trading companies.Two of the most famous fur trading
companies were the Missouri Fur Company, based in St. Louis, and the American Fur Company,
based in Astoria at the mouth of the Columbia River. A rival British company, the Hudson’s Bay
Company, was located at Fort Vancouver in what is now southwestern Washington. The fur
companies would organize a rendezvous once a year during which the fur trappers would come
to a central location to trade their skins for money and provisions. This rendezvous was also a
time when fur trappers would trade gossip and wild stories.By about 1840 the beaver had been
over-trapped in many areas, so it was much harder to find them. At the same time, European
fashion changed and beaver top hats were no longer fashionable. For these reasons many
mountain men looked for a new line of work. Because they had an amazing knowledge of the
West, many of them went on to become guides for the U.S. Army or for wagon trains.John C.
FremontJohn C. Fremont of the Army Topographical Corps led a surveying party of the region
between the Missouri River and the Rocky Mountains in 1842. His surveying group was guided
by mountain man Kit Carson. Thousands of Oregon Trail emigrants used Fremont’s map and
‘account of the expedition—which was published by Congress—as their guidebook to
Oregon.The stories and information that Lewis and Clark brought back from their journey excited
the imagination of many Americans. Tales of wide-open land and of rivers overflowing with fish
got people thinking about moving from the increasingly crowded East to this beautiful land
stocked with food and opportunity. And, over the course of the century, the lure of cheap land
became an irresistible pull to thousands of Americans. The only question in the beginning was
how to make this happen? Think about it, how do you cash in all your belongings and the life you
have grown familiar with to trek across the country with your entire family to start over in a
strange and wild place?GuidebooksAside from the maps made by Lewis and Clark and John C.
Fremont, how did easterners who didn’t hire mountain men for guides, research the routes that
led to the West? There were many guidebooks published in the nineteenth century that told of
the riches that lay across the Mississippi River. For example, in 1845 Josiah T. Marshall
published Farmer’s and Emigrant’s Hand-book: Being a Full and Complete Guide for the Farmer
and the Emigrant. This book was almost 500 pages long and contained a vast variety of
“Recipes, Hints, Tables, Facts, etc., to aid the Emigrant, whether male or female in daily life.”



Marshall’s book was very helpful to pioneers, but not all of the guidebooks were as well done.
Some were created by authors and publishers who had not even been out West themselves, but
who wanted to make a quick dollar. Usually these guidebooks were misleading about which
routes to take and what you could expect to find at the end of the trail.A map of the Oregon
Trail.Make Your OwnSALT DOUGH MAPMake this three-dimensional map and you’ll have a
better appreciation and understanding of where the Oregon Trail went.SUPPLIESmaps of
landforms of the United States*piece of cardboard about 15 by 20 inchespencil2 cups of salt 1
cup of flourwaterwaxed paperfood coloring (blue, green, brown)black permanent markermap of
Oregon Trail1 Blow the landforms map up to about 11 by 17 inches. Cut the outline of the United
States out and trace around it on the cardboard with your pencil. Set aside.2 Place the salt and
flour in a bowl and add enough water to make a thick dough. Put the dough on a piece of waxed
paper. Mix green food coloring into about two-thirds of the dough, and divide the remaining
dough into two piles and mix in brown food coloring in one and blue in the other. Green is for
most of the country, brown for mountains, and blue for water3 Start making your three-
dimensional map by putting green salt dough into the outline of the United States on your
cardboard. Refer to your maps to see where the mountains, rivers, and lakes are—in these
areas build up your mountains with the brown salt dough and put blue where the lakes and rivers
should be. Pay close attention to the geography of the western part of the United States and
make sure you build the Rocky Mountains and put in the Great Salt Lake and some of the largest
rivers like the Mississippi and the Missouri.4 Let your map dry. Then mark the path of the Oregon
Trail from Independence, Missouri, to Oregon with your black marker.* go to and click on the
outline maps, then United States, then United States physical OR go to and keep clicking on
North America and then United States to blow up the map.Go on aTSSASUSS HUNTThis
activity will give you some idea of how difficult it is to follow someone else’s directions. Many
pioneers were following directions written in guidebooks giving information about where the trail
went, where the good places were for water and grass, where rivers needed to be crossed, etc.
But often something got lost or misunderstood in the translation. Let’s see how good you are at
giving and then following directions. This is a two-part activity that requires at least two people or
two teams. One person or team is responsible for hiding the treasures and making up the
directions. The other team follows the clues and retrieves the treasures. Then switch
sides.SUPPLIES10 big colored plastic Easter eggs to hide things insmall candy like Hershey
kisses or jelly beanstrinkets like plastic rings or necklacessmall notebookpencil1 Put the candy
and trinkets inside the plastic eggs so you have 10 treasures to hide. Decide how far you’re
going to go on the treasure hunt—are you going to stay in the backyard or stay on one side of
the street, or on the play-ground—so the seekers can’t get too far off track.2 The first team hides
the eggs and makes up the clues, writing them down in the notebook. Be sure to include a lot of
clues that rely on landmarks and directions. Clues can include things like how many steps it is
from one egg to the next. Write something like, “Take 10 large steps toward Mrs. Jones’s house
then turn to your right and take four tiny steps. Turn and face the big bush by the front window



and look to your left.” Don’t make it too simple.3 Give the notebook to the seekers and let them
try to find all the eggs. After one team finds all the eggs, have that team re-hide them and make
up new clues.Make Your OwnPEMMICANPemmican was a traditional food eaten by Native
Americans and adopted by the mountain men as they explored the frontier. The beauty of
pemmican is that it was a high-energy, portable food. You could just stick some in your pouch
and be on your way. The original pemmican recipe used bear grease, but we’ll leave that out of
our recipe.SUPPLIES2 ounces of beef jerkykitchen malletcutting board4 dried apple slices1
handful of another dried fruit (maybe cranberries or raisins)pastry blenderwaxed papercookie
sheetrolling pinplastic baggies1 Pound the beef jerky with the kitchen mallet on a cutting board
until the jerky gets powdery. Add the dried fruit. With your pastry blender, chop and grind the
dried fruit right into the jerky powder. You want to get the fruit and the meat as mixed as possible,
so that you end up with a meat-fruit paste.2 Place a piece of waxed paper on your cookie sheet
and spread the mixture onto it. Place another piece of waxed paper on top. With your rolling pin,
flatten your pemmican so it’s about half an inch thick.3 Leave the waxed paper on your
pemmican, and move the cookie sheet to a sunny place. Let it dry for a day or two. At that point,
break your pemmican into pieces and store in plastic baggies until you’re ready to eat this high-
energy Native American food.THE DECISION TO GO WESTBETWEEN THE LOUISIANA
PURCHASE AND OTHER territories given to the United States, the country suddenly grew
much larger. By the middle of the 1800s most people in the United States believed in an idea of
Manifest Destiny. What is Manifest Destiny? This idea said that it was the God-given right of
Americans to settle and develop the West. How did it get its name? From a newspaperman
named John Louis O’Sullivan in 1845. He wrote, “This American claim is by right of our manifest
destiny to overspread and to possess the whole of the continent which Providence [meaning
God] has given us.”While the idea of Manifest Destiny had been around for a long time,
O’Sullivan made it more popular by giving it a name. At that time, President James K. Polk was
pushing England and Mexico to give up their rights to land in the West. England gave up part of
Oregon, but Mexico did not give up its lands in the Southwest and California without a fight. The
people of Texas seceded from Mexico in 1836 to become an independent country called the
Lone Star Republic. Then the area was annexed by the United States and became a state in
1845. Mexico went to war to try to get their former territory back. When Mexico lost, the
punishment was that it had to give its territories to America for $15 million.The Louisana
Purchase.General Taylor at the battle of Buena Vista during the Mexican-American War.With
Manifest Destiny on their minds, Americans could settle land in the deserts of the Southwest,
the grassy prairies of the Great Plains, or the fertile valleys of the Northwest. It made them feel
that it was okay to take the land. But what happened in the process of conquering the West?
Americans drove Native American tribes from their homelands, putting an end to their cultures
and way of life. Nothing stood in the way of Manifest Destiny.As more and more western land
became United States property, the government had to figure out a fair way to distribute it. So
Congress passed something called the Preemption Act in 1830. It allowed settlers to buy up to



160 acres of public land. Pioneers had to build a shelter and improve the land by farming it for at
least 12 months. Then they could buy the land for $1.25 per acre. This encouraged people to
move west and improve the land for the benefit of the country. It also gave them protection from
land speculators, who couldn’t buy the land once settlers had been living on it. Land speculators
grabbed as much land as they could, hoping to resell it to the settlers for a profit.WORD Round-
upsecede: To quit, leave, or withdraw.annex: To take possession or control of something.land
speculators: People who made money by claiming prairie land and then selling it to
settlers.homesteader: A person who settled and farmed land, especially under the Homestead
Act.HomesteadersHomesteaders were pioneers who lived and farmed on public land. Under the
Homestead Act of 1862, hopeful homesteaders paid a filing fee of $10 to homestead a particular
plot of land. At the end of 5 years, a homesteader had to fill out a “proof” form. Two neighbors
had to swear that the homesteader had indeed lived on the land and improved it. After the Civil
War, former slaves were allowed to homestead. The only money that the homesteader had to
pay was the filing fee.
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jolene tunison, “Homeschooling. Love this book. Got it for homeschooling learning about the
pioneers. Very interactive”

Splendor Road, “More than a project book!. I was looking through past books I bought and didn't
review and saw that this book had no reviews at all. Boy am I shocked!!! So here is my humble
attempt at why I think you SHOULD get this book.1. It has fun, easy to make, non trash projects
that you and your kids will love.2. It is a history book on pioneer times that is simple, concise and
fun to understand.3. If you like to lap book, no need to buy a kit; You will find this book a wealth of
info to use for this purpose.4. This book is great for any grade. It can be used as a topic study,
unit study, semester study and in addition to your own curriculum.I hope you buy and enjoy this
as much as we have. Check out the other books in the Build it Yourself series. Colonial Projects
is another favorite.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book.. Amazing book full of many great projects and information.”

Robert, “Great way to make history fun for kids. Luv this book. Worked well in our westward
expansion study unit.”

Claudia, “Awesome resource. Another teacher and I used this with 8th graders for our Westward
Expansion fair.  Tons of doable ideas, and even better, great information on multiple topics.”

Karyn Elizabeth, “Good book!. Lots of great info and ideas”

The book by Rachel Dickinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 35 people have provided feedback.
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